1. Can you find the words in the wordsearch? Cross out the words you can see in the pictures. There are 13 letters left that represent an Easter tradition in English speaking countries. What is the tradition about?
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2. Mia and Jane are looking for the eggs that the Easter bunny hid in the garden and around the house. Can you find 8 eggs? Where are they? Make sentences using the prepositions below.

Example: There is an egg on the roof.

Example: There is an egg on the roof.

on
in (side)
behind
in front of
under
next to
between
Tom and Christopher have invited their friend James from the UK for Easter. They want to show him typical Czech Easter traditions. How do we celebrate Easter in our country? Match the activities with the pictures and make sentences about boys and girls.

Example: Girls decorate eggs. Boys go from house to house.

- go from house to house
- give/get coloured eggs and chocolate
- decorate eggs
- whip a girl with a whipping stick
- say an Easter carol/poem

James wants to know what the famous Czech Easter poem means because everybody keeps saying it. Tom and Chris have translated the text into English. Can you recognize it?

I am here to beg.
Give me a coloured egg!
You don’t have a coloured one?
All right, you can give me a white one
And a cute little hen
Will give you another then.